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SECOND EDITION! Note: This edition has been revised to account for current events and re-
edited.Analysts have long predicted that China would go to war to reintegrate the province of
Taiwan. It isn’t a matter of “if;” it’s a matter of “when.” For decades, the only thing that has kept
China from invading Taiwan is the American promise to defend it, even if that means World War
III. To date, China has not been ready to go that far. But what if China figured out a way to put the
United States on the sidelines of their fight to regain Taiwan? Would they do it then?Drawn from
today’s headlines, Red Tide: The Chinese Invasion of Seattle is set in a not-too-distant future
where China decides to invade Seattle to use American citizens as high-stakes chips in a game
of nuclear blackmail. Will the United States get Seattle back? It will, if a shot down F-18 pilot, a
retired Navy SEAL, and a platoon of Army Rangers have anything to say about it.Written by a
former aviator with over 3,000 hours flying attack and reconnaissance aircraft for the United
States Navy, including many missions supporting U.S. Special Forces, Red Tide: The Chinese
Invasion of Seattle is a look at one possible future that isn’t as improbable as you might think.
Events in it are not only possible, they’re already happening. Could China attack the United
States to get back Taiwan?Yes.We thought the war against China would be fought in Asia. We
were wrong.Books in The Theogony SeriesOccupied Seattle Duology1. Red Tide, Occupied
Seattle #1 (https://www.Ebook Tops.com/dp/B0160RR8BU/)2. Occupied Seattle, Occupied
Seattle #2 https://www.Ebook Tops.com/dp/B0160SHB3E/)The Theogony Trilogy1. Janissaries,
The Theogony #1 (https://www.Ebook Tops.com/dp/B00I59QVL0)2. When the Gods Aren’t
Gods, The Theogony #2 (https://www.Ebook Tops.com/dp/B00JW4OFE2/)3. Terra Stands
Alone, The Theogony #3 (https://www.Ebook Tops.com/dp/B00MQDWBHO)Codex Regius
Trilogy1. The Search for Gram, Codex Regius #1 (https://www.Ebook Tops.com/dp/
B010IKQHPI/)2. Beyond the Shroud of the Universe, Codex Regius #2 (https://www.Ebook
Tops.com/dp/B017CFC2DI/)3. The Dark Star War, Codex Regius #3 (https://www.Ebook
Tops.com/dp/B01GULFO4O)The Progenitors’ War Trilogy1. A Gulf in Time, The Progenitors’
War #1 (https://www.Ebook Tops.com/dp/B0829FLV92)2. A Gulf in the Past, The Progenitors’
War #2 (https://www.Ebook Tops.com/dp/B0888368RJ)3. The Progenitors’ War, The
Progenitors’ War #3 (https://www.Ebook Tops.com/dp/B096WRN6TY)

"If you haven't pulled an all-nighter lately reading a cracking good story then be prepared to do
so in the reading of Red Tide. I received an advanced reader copy of Red Tide 2.0 for review
and couldn't put it down. The plot was well executed being both compelling and believable while
not beating itself to death in the setup...My only complaint is that I'll have to wait until 30 Oct to
purchase Occupied Seattle! -Barry Veysey
"The vast majority



of the books I buy get donated to charity or given away after I finish them. Kennedy's books will
join my Tom Clancy collection as books I will read and read again." - Peter Finn
"The calamitous situation of a ruthless armed invasion
of an unprepared United States and the disruption of her infrastructure feels all too real..." -
Trevor J. Hall "If you like military "future history," this book is a chilling and
detailed book. Since I published my review of this book on Facebook I have heard back from
friends as young as 14 and as old as 72 thanking me for the recommendation. I don't write many
reviews; however, I do try to take the time when I find an author like Chris Kennedy who takes me
by surprise by such a well-written book with a plot that is amazing!" -Robert C. JonesFrom the
AuthorI'm excited to present the Second Edition of this book. Red Tide 2.0 is a cleaner, tighter
version of the original, updated to keep up with current events and meticulously re-edited. I know
you will enjoy it!From the Inside FlapThe Chinese Are Coming!"What do we do?" asked Petty
Officer Brown. They had a big binder of procedures to follow in the event of an emergency, but
the procedures in the binder were for things like aircraft malfunctions or emergencies with the
tower equipment. There weren't any pages labeled, "What to do in the event of an airborne
assault." "Stack anything you can find against the door," said the Chief. "I've got a call to
make."About the AuthorA bestselling Science Fiction/Fantasy author and speaker, Chris
Kennedy is a former school principal and naval aviator with over 3,000 hours flying attack and
reconnaissance aircraft. Chris is also a member of the SFWA and the SCBWI.Chris' full-length
novels on Ebook Tops include the "Occupied Seattle" military fiction duology, the "Theogony"
and "Codex Regius" science fiction trilogies and the "War for Dominance" fantasy trilogy. Chris is
also the author of the self-help book, "Self-Publishing for Profit: How to Get Your Book Out of
Your Head and Into the Stores." Catch up with Chris at chriskennedypublishing.com or on
Facebook at facebook.com/chriskennedypublishing.biz. Follow him on Twitter at
@ChrisKennedy110.Read more
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RED TIDE: THE CHINESE INVASION OF SEATTLEOccupied Seattle, Book One(Second
Edition)ByChris KennedyPUBLISHED BY: Theogony BooksCopyright © 2015 Chris KennedyAll
Rights Reserved* * * * *Discover other titles by Chris Kennedy at:or* * * * *License NotesThis
ebook is licensed for your personal enjoyment only and may not be re-sold or given away to
other people. If you would like to share this book with another person, please purchase an
additional copy for each recipient. If you’re reading this book and did not purchase it, or it was
not purchased for your use only, then please purchase your own copy. Thank you for respecting
the hard work of this author.This book is a work of fiction and any resemblance to persons, living
or dead, or places, events or locales is purely coincidental. The characters are productions of
the author’s imagination and used fictitiously.* * * * *Above all others, this book is for my wife and
children. I would like to thank Isabel, Linda, KK, Jennie, David and Jimmy, who took the time to
critically read the work and make it better. I would also like to thank my mother, without whose
steadfast belief in me, I would not be where I am today. Thank you.* * * * *Cover art and design
by Brenda Mihalko.* * * * *Author’s NoteAll times in Red Tide are given in military time, using the
24-hour clock. To find a time that occurs after noon (12:00 p.m.), simply subtract 12 from the first
two digits of the number. For example, 1400 becomes 2:00 p.m. Of note, most countries use this
as their standard method for keeping time, with the notable exceptions of the United States and
Canada.* * * * *“Taiwan is part of the sacred territory of the People’s Republic of China.”―
Constitution of the People’s Republic of China* * * * *ContentsInterlude OneFour Years
AgoInterlude TwoTwo Years AgoInterlude ThreeOne Year AgoInterlude FourThis YearInterlude
FiveAugust 19 – Red Tide MorningAugust 19 – Red Tide AfternoonAugust 19 – Red Tide
EveningInterlude SixEpilogueExcerpt from “Occupied Seattle”Excerpt from Book One of the
Lunar Free StateExcerpt from Book One of This Fine CrewExcerpt from Book One of the Abner
Fortis, ISMC* * * * *Interlude One“Can Chinese Automakers Penetrate the U.S. Market?”China is
by far the largest producer of automobiles in the world, and the United States has one of the
world’s most open and welcoming marketplaces. From the outside, this would seem to be an
ideal match. While China built almost 30 million vehicles last year, though, the truth is those
vehicles have failed to make it into U.S. showrooms. Many Chinese companies have stated
intentions for selling their autos in the U.S., but none of them have been able to make it work.
Undaunted by these failures, they keep trying.Guangzhou Automobile Group, China’s sixth-
largest automaker by sales volume, stated earlier this week its intentions to expand into the U.S.
market as global growth accelerated. Industry analysts noted that this could come about within
the next two years, if everything went according to plan.- World News Online. Posted January 15
by Sam Simmons* * * * *Four Years AgoBeijing, China“It is the opinion of the committee that the
only way forward is war.”The President of the People’s Republic of China, Jiang Jiabao, looked
around the room as the premier sat back down. Jiang was new to the presidency, having
recently been selected when his predecessor died suddenly of a heart attack in his first term. A
vibrant man who radiated an aura of confidence, Jiang had never once failed to accomplish
anything with which he had been tasked. China was at a crossroads, and he had been selected



for one reason.It was time to reintegrate Taiwan.As the president’s gaze swept across the room,
he could feel everyone’s eyes upon him, awaiting his decision. In addition to the premier, State
Council meetings normally included the four vice premiers, the five state councilors, and the 29
ministers. The chamber seemed cavernous today without the 29 ministers and all the staff who
normally filled it. Due to the topic of this meeting, the ministers and staffers had all been
excluded, and guards had been posted outside the doors to ensure their privacy.Jiang was first
among equals on the State Council; he held the three most important offices in China. Not only
did he serve as the President of the People’s Republic of China, but also as the General
Secretary of the Communist Party and the Chairman of the Central Military Commission. He
knew it was his decision to make, and history would either applaud or condemn him for his next
words. He also knew there was only one way he could proceed.“It will be war,” he said.He looked
across the table and met the premier’s eyes. “Where do we stand diplomatically?”The premier,
Rong Xiannian, stood back up. Rong and Jiang were ‘fast-movers’ within the party. Sons of
influence, they had come up through the ranks far faster than their contemporaries who lacked
such patronage. It surprised no one when Jiang had nominated Rong for the position; they were
also long-time best friends. Rong was slightly shorter than Jiang, but exuded the same spirit and
self-confidence from their long association.“We have waited patiently for the other nations to
return Taiwan and the rest of our lost territories to us,” the premier said. “We were rewarded for
our patience when the United Kingdom restored Hong Kong to us in July, 1997, but the nations
have been slower to return Taiwan. The United States, in particular, has actively opposed us with
laws like their Taiwan Relations Act, which instructs their military to defend Taiwan if we try to
take it back by force. We have waited, hoping for a peaceful reintegration, but no further
progress has been made. We have been ignored, and a separate Taiwan remains a slap in our
faces. With the last election in Taiwan, it is obvious that peaceful reunification will not be
considered by Taiwan. We have no choice, therefore, but to go to war to recover it.”The premier
turned to his right, where his Executive Vice Premier sat. “I asked Vice Premier Li Min to brief the
Council on the current status of the United States’ treaties to defend Taiwan,” the premier said.
“Vice Premier Li?”Vice Premier Li stood and addressed the Council. A thin, waspish man, he
looked far more intellectual than either the president or premier with his horn-rimmed glasses.
“The Americans have prepositioned enough forces to mount a credible defense of the island if
given enough warning,” the vice premier said. “The United States’ Seventh Fleet has a number of
units forward-deployed to bases in Japan, led by the aircraft carrier USS George Washington.
Although the United States has never stated the reason for the carrier’s forward-deployed status,
it is obvious the carrier is there to either deter us from attacking Taiwan or, failing that, to aid in
Taiwan’s defense. It is an additional slap in the face by foreign powers thousands of miles away,
forcing us to kowtow to their perceived preeminence. It is like the upstart nation has placed a
guard dog just outside our property to make sure we do not leave it.”A low growl permeated the
council chambers at the affront.“Unfortunately, the United States is not alone,” Vice Premier Li
continued. “They have concluded treaties with both Japan and South Korea to aid in Taiwan’s



defense. Japan is the bigger threat of the two, having embarked on a rearmament program in
2000 that continues to this day. They obviously believe we will eventually invade Taiwan, and
they are looking to bolster their forces, just as they did prior to the first Sino-Japanese war. Their
planners probably expect us to launch preemptive strikes on their bases, and they are worried
about keeping the shipping routes open. This makes sense; if we take Taiwan, we would be able
to shut off a large portion of their trade. Taiwan’s capture makes our traditional enemy much
more vulnerable. South Korea, while not as capable as Japan, also has some naval forces that
would be able to participate in a conflict.” He stopped and sat down, although he looked like he
had something more to say.“Was there something else?” the president encouraged.Vice Premier
Li stood back up. “Yes, sir, I am not sure if it is my place to say so or not, but our analysts note
that these nations, whether together or on their own, would not be able to stop us without the
participation of the United States.” Vice Premier Li sat down.The president nodded and looked
back to the premier. “Do you have a status report on the United States?” Having previously
coordinated with the premier, he knew the premier had additional information.The premier
looked down at his notes. “Yes,” he said. “I have asked Vice Premier Sun Juan to discuss the
current state of affairs in the United States.”Sun Juan, the only female vice premier, stood up.
She was small of stature, but highly intelligent. The president knew she normally saw her
position as a balance on the excessive testosterone of the war council; today, however, he saw
that she was in full agreement. “It is a very favorable time to proceed!” she exclaimed. “The
Americans’ economy is in shambles, and it is their own fault! Not only have they not passed a
budget in two years, they implemented a mandatory budget cutting process two years ago that
is crippling their military. With mandatory cuts in effect, they have postponed deployments,
canceled required equipment repairs and reduced training and operations. They have even
wrapped their airplanes in plastic so they do not have to maintain them. How can they expect
their pilots to remain proficient if they do not fly? Their readiness is the lowest it has been since
the drawdown after the end of World War II. Now is the time to proceed, while their focus is on
internal matters.”The president nodded his head. “Good,” he said. “If they want to do our work for
us, we shall let them.” He looked back to the premier. “Do we have the right people in
place?”“Nearly so,” the premier answered. “Vice Premier Zhu?”Vice Premier Zhu Jie stood. Tall
and heavy, the Vice Premier was the direct opposite of Sun Juan, large where she was small,
loud and outgoing where she was quiet and reserved. President Jiang knew that Zhu had come
up in the intelligence community; he was familiar with the PRC’s efforts to place people into key
areas of American society where they would be needed for an attack.“We have the majority of
the people needed for Operation Lightning in place now,” Vice Premier Zhu stated, “with the last
few positions soon to be filled. As far as hardware goes, the equipment required to carry out an
attack is either already in place or expected to be there soon. We should be ready in no more
than 2-3 years.”Premier Rong stood back up as Vice Premier Zhu sat back down. The president
had placed him in charge of the planning for Operation Lightning, so it was his duty to give the
final summation. “We recently became aware of a 2008 report by the RAND Corporation of the



United States,” he said, “which analyzed a theoretical attack by us on Taiwan in 2020. The report
said the U.S. wouldn’t be able to defend Taiwan because the new cruise missiles we are
developing will enable us to destroy the United States’ aircraft carriers and bases. The report
found the United States’ claims of being able to achieve air superiority were questionable and
largely unproven.”He paused. “Since then, everything has continued in our favor. Our forces
have continued to grow stronger, while theirs have grown weaker. With our new plans in place,
we are more ready than we have ever been.”The president agreed. “It is time,” he said. “Let the
Lightning strike!”* * * * *Interlude Two“From Concept to Production”Chinese auto maker
Guangzhou Automobile Group Co. (GAC), Ltd., announced today that it would be building its
first American automobile assembly plant in Seattle, Washington, later this year. GAC will be the
first of at least three Chinese firms to begin manufacturing cars in the United States in the near
future. GAC will be building on the relationship with Chrysler that it developed building Jeeps in
China, which it calls crucial in moving forward.GAC made a name for itself three years ago when
it showcased three vehicles at the Detroit Auto Show. The most exciting vehicle was its E-Jet, a
derivative of which it intends to build at the new plant in Seattle. Not only is it stylish, it’s also a
range-extended electric vehicle along the lines of the Chevy Volt (although its appearance will
probably be more appealing to the general public). The car has evolved somewhat from its initial
exhibition, claiming a pure-electric range of about 100 miles, or roughly 160 kilometers. It has a
top speed of about 100 miles per hour and uses a 1.0-liter gasoline engine as its range
extender.Although public opinion has been very favorable on the plan to build the facility here,
there has been some dissent, as GAC purchased the Interbay Golf Course and will be building
its facility on it. GAC justified the purchase because of the site’s proximity to Seattle’s northern
port facilities and its access to the railroad lines there. In an effort to improve its public relations,
GAC purchased memberships at the Broadmoor Golf Club for all of the current Interbay
members, which has gone a long way toward smoothing things over with them.- World News
Online. Posted February 27 by Sam Simmons* * * * *Two Years AgoVFA-34 Ready Room, Naval
Air Station Oceana, Virginia Beach, VALieutenant Shawn ‘Calvin’ Hobbs stood outside his
squadron’s ready room, his head pounding, as he waited for Captain’s Mast. Captain’s Mast, a
form of non-judicial punishment, was a proceeding where the commanding officer (CO) of a
military unit could dispense justice to those under his or her command for a variety of relatively
minor offenses from unauthorized absence to the illegal use of drugs. At a Mast, the CO listened
to the facts of the case, gave the accused a hearing as to those offenses and then disposed of
the charges by either dismissing them, imposing punishment under the provisions of military law
or by referring the case to a court martial.“What are you here for, Torch?” he asked Lieutenant
Junior Grade Steve Berkman, who was standing nearby. He spoke softly so his voice didn’t carry
down the hall to where the accused sailors were waiting.“You know I hate it when you call me
that, right?” Torch asked, violating one of the cardinal rules of call signs. Aviators were usually
given call signs based on either a play on their name (from which ‘Calvin’ got his) or by doing
something stupid. Berkman’s was earned the second way; he had landed his aircraft when it was



too heavy, jumped on the brakes too hard and had caught them on fire, burning up the wheel
assemblies and earning the call sign, ‘Torch.’ There were three rules regarding call signs: (1) if
you don’t have a call sign, it is the duty of your ‘friends’ to give you one; (2) you probably won’t
like it; and (3) if you complain about it too much, it will either become permanent or you’ll get a
new one you’ll like even less. By continuing to gripe about ‘Torch,’ he only ensured it would
continue to stick to him like glue.“Of course I know that,” Calvin said. “That’s why I do it. It makes
me smile.” Calvin smiled to show he meant it. Calvin was six feet tall, blond and had a smile the
ladies loved, although he knew he needed to spend more time at the gym than at the bars. He
was starting to put on a few extra pounds and was worried that, if he didn’t start exercising more,
and soon, he would be over the maximum weight allowed for his height on the next physical
fitness test.“In any event,” Torch said, answering the original question, “I’m here because Airman
Jones was late for duty again last week.” Torch was the Line Division Officer, responsible for the
enlisted men and women who kept the planes serviced and ready to fly; Airman Jones was one
of his assistant plane captains.“Yeah, hard for plane captains to stay focused when there aren’t
any planes to work on,” Calvin remarked. “I’m here because Airman Sanders was late for duty
and showed up still under the influence. This is his second Captain’s Mast and my third
Captain’s Mast in the last two weeks, which I’m sure the XO is going to let me know is not a great
testimonial to my leadership.” The squadron’s second-in-command, or executive officer, was
generally responsible for training and disciplining the officers. In the “good cop/bad cop” tandem
of CO/XO, the XO was the bad cop. As the Ordnance Division Officer, Calvin had a similar
responsibility for the members of his division, of which Airman Sanders was a part.“I know,”
Torch said. “This is my second Mast this month, and the XO has already given me shit about it. I
wish we’d get some money for fuel so we could fly again. If the squadron only had something
else to do besides sit around and go to the bars, our guys might not get into so much
trouble.”“Yeah, maybe we wouldn’t, either,” Calvin said. “It’s hard to work on keeping your troops’
morale up when your own is so completely in the toilet.”“What do you think he’s going to get?”
Torch asked, looking down the hallway at the accused.“Well,” said Calvin, “this is Airman
Sanders’ second Mast in 4 months, so I doubt the Skipper is going to be very lenient with him.
Based on the outcomes of the last couple of Masts I’ve heard about, it looks like the Skipper is
getting tired of all the problems the squadron’s had and is starting to set some examples. I don’t
think this is going to go well for him.”The two officers stood thinking for a couple of moments, and
then Calvin said, “At least we’re not underway on the carrier; if we were, the CO could confine
him for up to three days on bread and water.” He paused and gave Torch a wry smile. “I know I
need to lose a couple of pounds, but that wouldn’t be the way I’d want to do it.”The Master-at-
Arms called everyone into the ready room for Captain’s Mast. As they began to take their places,
the Executive Officer pulled Calvin aside. “Perhaps you need to be a little more involved with
your people,” he said. “Airman Sanders could use a bit more leadership, it appears.”“Yes, sir,”
Calvin said. “I’ll make sure I provide it.” As the XO left to take his place, Calvin continued under
his breath to Torch, “And why don’t you do the same for us officers, XO? Our morale sucks,



too.”The University of Washington, Seattle, WA“The next four years are going to be the best
years of our lives!” Sara Sommers said as she walked toward McMahon Hall.“I’ve been waiting
for this my whole life!” her roommate Erika Murphy agreed. Best friends from high school, they
would be rooming together on the second floor of the 11-story dorm for the next year. “What are
you looking forward to most?”A freshman just starting her first year at the University of
Washington, Sara was attractive with long dark hair. “I’m looking forward to the challenges of
college courses, the freedom of being on my own and the boys.” She paused. “Well, maybe not
exactly in that order,” she said with a giggle.Erika, for her part, while also pretty, was a little
shorter and as blond and light-skinned as Sara was dark-haired and tanned. “Definitely the
boys,” Erika opined.Sara agreed. They had grown up 30 miles east of Seattle in the tiny town of
North Bend, Washington. Located along I-90, North Bend and the towns near it served as
bedroom communities for Seattle. Although the girls’ school district was one of the largest
geographic districts in the state at 400 square miles, it only had 6,000 students, largely because
the area did not have a local industrial or economic base. The opportunities to meet suitable
members of the opposite sex had been somewhat limited, as their graduating class from Mount
Si High School in Snoqualmie had only totaled 303.“I’m also looking forward to joining the
Adventure and Wilderness Outdoor Leisure Club,” Sara said. “I just found out that even though
they haven’t had one for ten years, some of the upperclassmen are going to restart it this year!”
Civilization only extended for four or five miles on either side of I-90 in the Cascade Mountains
where she had been raised, and Sara had grown up an avid hiker.“Yeah, I heard that, too,” Erika
said. “I’ll join it with you.” Sara knew Erika liked to go hiking, although not as much as she did. As
a young girl, Sara’s dad had spent many weekends with her in the wilderness near North Bend.
They had started out camping and hiking at the Middle Fork Campground 10 miles northeast of
North Bend along the Middle Fork Snoqualmie River, but then had gone further afield as her
skills and stamina improved. Erika had gone with her on many of these trips, as they shared the
same love of the forest and nature. Erika also liked the boys, though, which was becoming a
bigger part of her life and absorbing more of her time. Sara wasn’t quite ready for that yet.“Have
you figured out where all of your classes are?” Sara asked.“Yes,” Erika answered; “I think I can
find all of them now.”Although Erika was sometimes directionally challenged, Sara didn’t have
any problems finding her way around campus. She guessed that was due to all of the time she
had spent navigating in the woods. “It’s all about finding landmarks you can remember,” Sara told
her friend.“I can’t wait to get up to the room and relax,” Erika said. “It’s been a long day.”“It’s going
to get a little longer,” Sara replied, opening the door to the dorm. “The elevators are out again.”
They had been out a lot during the first week of orientation.Both girls sighed.Snoqualmie
National Forest, Washington State“The hell with them,” Ryan O’Leary grunted as he swung the
axe, thinking about his dismissal from the United States Navy. A veteran with over 26 years of
naval service, he was a victim of the latest round of Navy downsizing to meet its ever-shrinking
budget. At six feet, two inches and 220 pounds, the former Senior Chief Petty Officer was a big
man; however, with a body fat of only 8%, he was obviously someone that was used to physical



exertion. He should be; O’Leary was a SEAL. Well, he used to be, until the Navy had told him six
months earlier they no longer needed his services. “Damn it,” he finished.“I’m not sure I’m any
better off,” replied First Sergeant Aaron Smith, who had come up to the cabin Ryan was building
to give him a hand putting on its roof. “I keep wondering why I didn’t retire, rather than take this
set of orders. I had enough years in the Army that I could have easily retired and taken half-pay
for the rest of my life. Maybe I could find a little job on the side for some spending money, and
then I could come up here and live the sweet life with you.”“What’s so bad about your job?”
asked Ryan, happy to have something to take his mind off his own problems. He had known
Aaron Smith off and on for almost 20 years, ever since they collaborated on a mission in Kosovo
to capture a Serbian war criminal behind enemy lines. Although they respected each other’s
skills, a friendly rivalry over whose unit was better existed between the two men. The same
height as the SEAL, although a little slimmer, Aaron had just taken over as the senior non-
commissioned officer for the Rifle Company, 2nd Battalion of the 75th Ranger Regiment.“I
checked into the command yesterday,” First Sergeant Smith said, “and it is the most fucked up
unit I’ve ever had the misfortune of being associated with. My commanding officer, an Army
captain, has to be one of the most worthless officers I have ever met. Usually the Rangers are
pretty good at weeding out idiot officers at Ranger School, but somehow this moron made it
through. He must either know someone or be related to someone important,” Smith guessed.“So
what?” Ryan asked. “You’ve trained a lot of officers over your many years in the Army. What’s
different about this one?”“Well, it’s not just that the CO sucks; the first sergeant I’m replacing was
also terrible, so the company is all fucked up. In just one day with the company I can already tell
they can’t march, they can barely stand in formation and there’s no way I’d trust them to even
hold a rifle, much less point it at something and fire it,” Aaron grumbled. “Now I understand what
the ‘Powers That Be’ meant when they gave me my orders and told me I needed to clean up the
unit. If I had known the company was this bad, I’d have retired rather than come here.”“So why
don’t you just quit?” Ryan asked. “You can come join me here in the forest.”“Well, first of all,”
Aaron replied, “I’m pretty sure it’s illegal to build a house in a national forest. I really doubt you
own this land or have permission to build on it. When last I looked, this was part of the
Snoqualmie National Forest.”“That might be true,” Ryan answered, looking at the one-room
cabin he was building, “if I gave a shit. I’ve got an apartment in Seattle in case I need it, but I’ve
always loved nature and needed a place to get away from it all and unwind before joining the rat
race. I’m self-sufficient here. Besides, no one is ever going to find the cabin. It’s unreachable
except by hiking to it. I looked at the satellite imagery, and it’s in the shadows of the mountain. I’m
also going to camouflage it once I’m done which will make it pretty damn hard to find.”Aaron
didn’t doubt it; when they had driven in, Ryan had driven his jeep off state road NF-5640 and up
a dry stream bed until it was out of sight of the road and then had hidden it in the shrubbery.
Aaron knew he never would have seen it. And even if anyone had found the jeep, it was still
extremely unlikely they’d find the cabin, as it was a several mile hike over some fairly steep
terrain. Although Mt. Garfield had been climbed many times, it required someone with excellent



skills to do so, limiting the traffic through the area.“Also,” Aaron continued, “it’s not in my nature to
pawn off my problems on someone else. Now that I’ve taken over as the company’s first
sergeant, the unit is my problem.” He paused, watching Ryan swing the axe for a couple of
strokes while he gathered his thoughts. “In the German Army,” he continued, “a first sergeant is
often referred to as the ‘Mother of the Company,’ because he is the peace-maker, the
disciplinarian, the provider, the counselor, the trainer, the confidant…basically, everything that’s
important to the success of the unit. He is the leader that interacts with the troops every day, and
the one who sets the standards they all live up to. Previously, those standards were set pretty
damn low. It’s my job to bring them back to where they should be.”“Fuck ‘em,” Ryan said. “That’s
what they did to me.” He put another log on the chopping block and continued making firewood.
The winter was long and cold in the mountains of Washington, and he knew he needed a lot of
firewood.“Funny you should say that,” Aaron said, “but that’s just what I plan to do. I looked at the
weather report, and it is supposed to be raining tomorrow morning. I thought a 0500 early
morning run would be just the thing to let them know there’s a new sheriff in town.”Ryan
chuckled. That was just what he would have done. “I like it,” he said. “Are you going to invite your
company officers?”The first sergeant sighed. “Yeah, I’m going to invite them, but I doubt the CO
will come. Apparently, he barely talks to any of the enlisted soldiers in the unit and only when he
has to.”Ryan grunted. “Stupid officers.”Aaron shrugged and gave Ryan a half grin, “I know you
don’t have much use for them, but officers are good for doing all of the unit’s paperwork while
we’re getting the real work done.” He shrugged again. “The one bright spot is that, even though
the CO is an ass, the executive officer seems pretty cool, although he can’t overrule the CO. The
XO is young, but appears trainable; I just hope the CO doesn’t ruin him or try to make the XO into
a carbon copy of himself.”“Well, if it’s going to rain tomorrow morning, we better get the rest of
the roof on,” Ryan said, looking at the sky. “I can do more firewood later.”* * * * *Interlude
Three“Chinese Auto Invasion”Today, Chinese auto maker Guangzhou Automobile Group Co.
(GAC), Ltd., rolled out the first E-Jet automobile built at its American assembly plant in Seattle,
Washington. GAC is the first Chinese auto maker to complete a car in an American plant. In
addition to the E-Jet, GAC is also expected to begin producing a full-size van called the “J-Van”
at its Seattle plant. This vehicle will have a new, modular seating system that will allow its owners
to easily reconfigure the cargo compartment as needed. Two other Chinese firms, SAIC Group
and Zhejiang Geely Automobile will also be rolling out their first vehicles later this year. In an
effort to reduce costs, all three firms have built their American assembly facilities in the Seattle/
Tacoma area so they can combine their parts shipments from China. Zhejiang Geely Automobile
also has its plant in Seattle, while the SAIC Group facility is in nearby Tacoma, Washington.It is
unknown whether the American public will embrace the E-Jet. Although it is stylish, its safety
ratings are suspect. The range-extended electric vehicle claims to have a pure-electric range of
about 62 miles, or roughly 100 kilometers, and a top speed of about 100 miles per hour.
Although this is comparable to its competitors, the Insurance Institute for Highway Safety, a
nonprofit scientific and educational organization dedicated to reducing automobile losses, was



unimpressed with its safety features, as the E-Jet received grades ranging from “Acceptable” to
“Poor.” In comparison, the Chevy Volt, its closest domestic competitor, received ratings of
“Good” in all categories. Despite this disparity in ratings, GAC has decided to press on with its
production, in a move that harkens back to the “Field of Dreams” movie line, “If you build it, they
will come.” The other two Chinese manufacturers have similar issues with safety concerns, but
have also decided to remain in business for at least another two years, to see if the problems
can be resolved.This decision is in spite of some less-than-positive public relations news from all
three plants that has come to light recently. When they were initially built, residents thought the
plants would create a number of well-paying jobs for their local economies. In most cases,
though, that hasn’t happened, as the management of the plants has hired mostly Chinese
immigrants to man their facilities. Citing language difficulties, as the managers of all three
facilities do not speak English, very few non-Chinese language speakers have been hired, and
nearly all of the second and third shift workers are of Chinese descent.- World News Online.
Posted March 18 by Sam Simmons* * * * *One Year AgoBeijing, China“The Americans are
idiots!” the President of the People’s Republic of China, Jiang Jiabao, said with a laugh. “They
are so hungry for peace that they will believe anything if you just say the word ‘peace’ to them. I
told their ambassador we were going to have several ships make an ‘Around the World’ tour to
promote ‘peace, openness and better diplomatic relations.’” Jiabao laughed again, his laugh
loud in the large, empty room. “He became so excited that he offered several of their west coast
ports, including Seattle, for our fleet to make port calls. They have agreed to all of our proposals,
even this ‘softball challenge.’”Looking to Vice Premier Li Min, he said, “Please tell everyone
where we stand with our preparations for the Dragon’s Bite portion of Operation Lightning.”“We
have received all of the diplomatic clearances we need for the operations in the United States,”
the Vice Premier replied in a firm voice. “I supervised them myself as they are crucial to
Operation Lightning and will ultimately determine its success or failure. We have received port
clearances for both Vancouver and Seattle, although we are still waiting on final authorization for
the other ports. Those, however, are all misdirection. If we do not get them, we will change the
story to accommodate the ports we get. We have also received permission for your state visit to
Washington, D.C. It was not as hard as when President Hu Jintao made his visit in 2011; as
expected, that visit helped open the door for this one. Diplomatically, everything is progressing
on schedule.”“The Dragon’s Bite naval forces are ready, with all of the ships fully armed,” the
Commander-in-Chief of the People’s Liberation Army Navy (PLAN), the naval branch of
the People’s Liberation Army (PLA), noted. One of two newcomers to the meeting, he was the
one with the least seniority. “The aircraft are tested and ready,” he continued, “and we are
continuing to train all of the personnel involved. We have gradually increased our operational
tempo across the country so the Americans will not think our preparations are out of the
ordinary.”Sun Juan stood up next. The president had tasked her with coordinating the
automobile plant deception operations and knew she had made several trips to the United
States to check on operations there. “We have two ocean-going car carriers ready for deploying



our vehicles and two additional freighters for personnel. Over the last year we have successfully
staged the additional equipment required at the factories in the United States. Additional assault
personnel will begin deployment two months prior to Dragon’s Bite so they are all in place on
time.”Vice Premier Zhu Jie stood next. Well versed in intelligence and special operations, he had
been directed to oversee the outlying operations of the Dragon’s Bite campaign. “Our paratroops
have stepped up their training and will be ready for the drops they need to make. We currently
have ten Y-20 Kunpeng transport aircraft available. As we will only need six for the operation, we
will have plenty of spares.”“What can you tell me about Seattle?” the president asked, looking
back to Vice Premier Li Min. “What will our troops experience when they get there?”“The city of
Seattle has over 600,000 inhabitants,” Vice Premier Li said, “and there are over 4 million people
in the metropolitan area. It is the Americans’ largest city in their northwest region and their major
gateway for trade with Asia. The city of Seattle is located on an isthmus between the saltwater
Puget Sound to the west and Lake Washington to the east. The city rests on a number of hills
and there are fairly tall mountain chains to the east and west of the city. During the time we will
be there, the climate is generally temperate, with temperatures between 56 and 76 degrees
Fahrenheit, and there is about one inch of rain per month. Our troops will not need any special
cold weather or rain gear.”“It sounds like the Dragon’s Bite preparations are well in hand,” the
president noted. “Where do we stand with the preparations for the main invasion?”“The main
invasion preparations are continuing and are on schedule,” briefed the Chief of the General Staff
of the People’s Liberation Army. The other newcomer to the executive war council, he looked
more nervous than the head of the PLAN. Of course, thought the president, the man was
responsible for all of the combat operations, so he was under a good deal more stress to ensure
everything was properly prepared. “We have over 200 Yubei assault craft available, in addition to
the naval forces detailed to support them. The Yubei landing craft carry six combat vehicles or
150 troops, so having 200 operational, in addition to all our amphibious assault ships, will give
us the ability to move all the equipment and personnel required, even if some experience
mechanical difficulties. We will be ready when it is time.”“Everything is proceeding in accordance
with our plans,” the president said, looking around the room. “We will continue with our original
schedule. Keep me informed if anything changes. That concludes our meeting today.”As the
leaders started to file out of the room, the president motioned to Vice Premier Han Yong to stay
behind. Once everyone else had left, the president asked, “And how is your portion of the plan
proceeding?”Han smiled. Of all the council, he was the most nondescript, which had served him
well in all of the espionage he had conducted over the years. An excellent spymaster, he was the
perfect person to handle the things that the president didn’t want known by the rest of the
council. “It is done. Everything needed is prepared and in place.”“Good,” said the president,
“That is very good.”VFA-34 Ready Room, Virginia Beach, VA“We’ve got gas money, Torch!” LT
‘Calvin’ Hobbs said to Lieutenant Junior Grade Steve Berkman, walking into the Maintenance
Officers’ office. Five of the junior officers from the Maintenance Department shared a room just
marginally bigger than the five desks shoehorned into it. Department Heads received their own



offices, but that was at least one promotion away for the lieutenants, and two more for the junior
grade lieutenants. At the moment, the only desk occupied was Torch’s; with nothing better to do,
the rest of the officers were taking an extended lunch.“Do you always have to call me that?”
asked Berkman. At six-foot-one, he was an inch taller than Calvin and tried to use it, usually
good naturedly, to intimidate Calvin.“Pretty much,” said Calvin, pushing him away. “Even you
should be happy today, you big grouch. We finally got the word that we are going to deploy at the
end of next year. We’re getting gas money shortly to start flying so we will be ready to
go!”“When?” asked Torch. “Let me guess, we’re going to deploy right before Christmas and miss
spending it with our families, right?”“Boy, you sure are a grouch,” said Calvin. “Maybe we should
have named you ‘Oscar.’” He paused and considered, “It’s not too late to change it, I guess.”“No!
I like that even less!” said Torch.“Some people never learn,” said LT John ‘Constant’ Gardner,
shaking his head as he walked up. “Hey, did I hear you say we had money to fly again?”“Yes,”
said Calvin. “Our boat is going to deploy at the end of next year, so we’re going to start working
up for it soon. We’ll continue working in the simulators while the maintenance folks get the jets
ready to fly again; we’ll probably start flying next month. We will most likely go out on the boat
early next summer and then out to the air base at Fallon, Nevada, in late July or August.”
Although the USS Ronald Reagan was considered a “ship” by most people, to the aviators, it
would always be known as, “the boat.”“Cool,” said Constant. “I can’t wait. I love Fallon!”“What’s so
good about it?” asked Torch.“Lots of things,” said Calvin. “First, the flying is great. We get to fly a
bunch at Fallon, including flights where we get to drop live bombs. We also get to do a bunch of
dog fighting against the rest of the air wing, as well as the aggressor squadron there that
simulates enemy aircraft. All of the squadrons in our air wing will be there, and we’ll get to fly
together as an air wing and practice the kind of strikes and missions we’ll do on deployment.”
Constant was nodding his head. He’d been to Fallon once before and loved the flying there.“In
addition to the flying,” Calvin continued, “the air base at Fallon is only about an hour from Reno,
Nevada, and just over two hours from Lake Tahoe. If we’re not flying on the weekends, we can go
to the casinos and have a blast! Did you know that drinks are free in the casino?” He paused,
thinking. “And, if memory serves, Caesar’s Palace still owes me $200 from the last time I played
Black Jack there.”“You’re just unlucky,” said Constant. “I think I won $100.”“I don’t want to
gamble,” griped Torch. “I’d probably just lose my money.”Calvin looked at Constant, shaking his
head. “He’s definitely ‘Oscar,’” Calvin said. Some people never learn.Guangzhou Interbay
Assembly Plant, Seattle, WA“I can’t wait to be done here,” Colonel Zhang Wei said. “I am not
sure if the Americans don’t know Zhang is my family name, or if they’re just too lazy to care.”
Colonel Zhang hated many things about being in America. He hated wearing glasses. He hated
being called “Mister,” instead of “Colonel,” a title which he had spent 20 years earning. More than
anything, though, he hated lazy people, regardless of their nationality, and there were plenty of
them in the United States.“I think they’re just too lazy,” Lieutenant Colonel Peng Yong, his
executive officer, confirmed. The colonel had asked Peng and the rest of his regimental officers
to meet him for a late night briefing in the meeting room of Guangzhou’s Interbay Assembly



Plant. They wouldn’t look out of place there; all of his staff masqueraded during the day as
assistant managers for the facility.“Which is exactly as I thought,” Colonel Zhang replied. As a
special forces colonel, he was in excellent shape, another fact lost on the Americans. At five foot
nine inches, he probably weighed half of what American automobile plant managers did. If any
of them had ever noticed, none had ever commented in the two years he had been assigned as
the manager of the Guangzhou Interbay Assembly Plant. Two long years.Zhang had been
picked to command the ground forces in the coming war, and he was also responsible for all the
Chinese operations in the United States beforehand. “Where do we stand with getting the rest of
our troops into the country?” he asked his XO.“Our people will be entering the country on both
business and tourist visas,” Lieutenant Colonel Peng replied, displaying a slide on the meeting
room’s screen. “We will be getting 2,000 soldiers, or almost half of our regiment, into the country
on business visas. I tasked our regimental officers to come up with innovative methods for using
these visas, and they have been quite creative.”“One company of troops will be entering the
country for ‘consultations’ at each of the three auto plants,” he said as he brought up the first
slide. He switched slides and continued, “In addition, over 600 troops will enter the country for
the ‘Import Automotive Manager’s Association’ convention that several of the officers from this
plant will be hosting. Captain Liu Fang is spearheading this project. Surprisingly, there has been
a tremendous amount of interest in this convention among many of the American auto makers,
and the officers involved in hosting this convention are actually going to put on the first couple of
days of a real convention. I endorsed this project not only as a method of bringing a large
number of troops into the country, but also as a project for helping develop their planning skills.”“I
approve,” Colonel Zhang said, nodding. “That will not only provide a cover for the troops, but also
continue to develop them as military officers as well. Very good.”“Thank you sir,” Lieutenant
Colonel Peng said. “The conference has expanded to the point where they have had to enlist the
services of quite a few of the staff here.” He brought up the next slide. “Another company will
enter the country to negotiate contracts for additional facilities for the three plants currently in
operation, and a third company will enter to negotiate new facilities for three new firms that are
interested in coming to the United States.” He switched slides and topics.“The other half of the
regiment will be entering on tourist visas.” He looked up and smiled. “Timing is everything, and
the officers found several ways to use them to our advantage. For example, Captain Chou Min
noticed the SAIC plant in Tacoma was due to roll out its first car in July. He thought it would be
easy for the plant to have a small setback that postponed the rollout until August. If that
happened, then it would be very appropriate for the Chinese plants in the area to have a big
celebration for the rollout, especially with the fleet coming to town. This would be an excellent
opportunity to bring additional company employees, well-wishers, and a variety of other staff
members into the country for the festivities. Personally, I think this is a brilliant idea. Not only
does it create a number of reasons to bring people into the country, it also provides a way to
disguise a number of our activities that week.”Lieutenant Colonel Peng looked up to find Colonel
Zhang nodding. “He is to be commended,” Zhang said. “Has the facility had its unfortunate



accident yet?”“Yes, it has,” Lieutenant Colonel Peng confirmed. “The SAIC facility experienced a
mishap two days later on one of its assembly lines. Not only did that push back their first rollout
so that it now occurs in August, it also gave us a justification for bringing the destroyer Changsha
to Tacoma. We have developed a cover story for the assembly line piece that is needed, where it
will have to be transported by ship, due to its sensitivity to pressure changes. As the destroyer is
the fastest ship available to bring the part, we will request that it be given clearance to dock in
Tacoma, so that we can bring it to the facility by helicopter.” Peng grinned. “The piece is
proprietary, of course, so we can’t tell them what it is; we’ll be happy to share the information
with customs when it arrives.”The two men shared a knowing grin.Peng continued, “With the
schedule worked out, it was easy to arrange for a couple of companies of troops on tourist visas
to come in for various vacations, tours and visits with their ‘relatives’ that work at the three plants
in the area. Two additional companies will also be coming in as the “Guangzhou People’s
Symphony Orchestra,” which will be performing at both the IAMA Convention and at the rollout
ceremony.”“I grew up in Guangzhou,” Zhang interjected, “and I wasn’t aware such a symphony
existed.”“It didn’t,” Peng agreed. “This idea required a bit more coordination, as our officers had
to find people in the regiment who could play the instruments required. It also required a couple
of transfers from two of the other special operations groups to fill out the strings section, but the
officers were able to put it together. The orchestra is currently practicing back home, in addition
to their regular training, and has scheduled several performances in China to establish
themselves as a legitimate band.” Peng chuckled. “I heard their first performance sounded
somewhere between a train wreck and ten long-tailed cats in a room full of rocking chairs, but
they are apparently starting to come together. I hope so, because I will have to be present for at
least one of their performances when they arrive in the United States.”“That was very creative,”
Zhang commented. “I knew we were the first People’s Republic special forces unit to be capable
of sea, air and land operations, like the U.S. Navy’s SEALs, but I did not realize we were
musically capable, as well.” He paused. “Is that it? Unless my math is wrong, we are still at least
1,000 troops short.”“No,” Peng said. “There is one more item, and I think you might like this one
the best. The final idea involved a little extra coordination, but provided an avenue to get the
remainder of the regiment to the United States. Several years ago, the first luxury cruise liner of
the People’s Republic, the M.S. Henna, made her maiden voyage. The Henna’s first season of
cruising was very successful and was enjoyed by many, including Captain Guo Jing, who took
her husband on one of its outings. When she approached me with the idea of using the Henna
as a troop transport, I found the idea intriguing, as it opened up many possibilities. You will
remember last year when I asked if I could coordinate a special project with the chain of
command while I was back in China?” Zhang nodded. “This was it. The General Staff agreed
and further forwarded the idea to the premier, who ‘suggested’ to the management of Star
Cruise Lines that they implement a new cruise route from Guangzhou to Vancouver and Seattle,
and then back to Guangzhou. Not surprisingly, Star Cruise Lines implemented the route this
year, and will be using it next year, so the ship will be available for our use. With



accommodations for 1,900 ‘tourists,’ the rest of our transportation needs are not only taken care
of, but taken care of in style.” Peng grinned. “That gets everyone in the regiment into the
country.”Zhang nodded. “Just so they do not get too soft riding across the ocean on a luxury
liner,” he warned.“There are no worries about that. Sergeant Major Tso will be one of the ones
riding the ship. He will ensure the troops are gainfully employed and spend their time in the
exercise room and on other appropriate endeavors.” There was a general chuckle from all
assembled. Sergeant Major Tso was a harsh taskmaster who accepted only perfection. If he was
on the Henna, there would be no slacking off.“Those all sound like excellent ideas; continue with
their implementation,” Zhang ordered. “We have been given the “go” for the operation, with a
target date next year of August 19. I thought our biggest challenge would be getting our troops
into the country, but it seems like things are proceeding as planned. There are many moving
pieces to continue to track, but for now, we are a ‘go.’”Joint Base Lewis-McChord, Tacoma,
WA,“How’s it going with your troops?” Ryan O’Leary asked. He had stopped by the base while
he was in town to pay off the beer he owed his friend for his latest help at the cabin.“It’s going
better,” First Sergeant Aaron Smith answered. “I still wonder periodically why I didn’t retire rather
than take these orders, but I’m only wondering it every week or two now, not every day. The
company is starting to shape up, and I’ve worked with the people that write our orders to get
some new blood into the unit. I’ve played the “you owe me” card often enough that it’s starting to
wear pretty thin, but I’ve got a good number of noncommissioned officers in place who are
starting to take some of the burden off my shoulders.”Aaron laughed. “I don’t think I ever told you
about the first 0500 company run we did. The run was everything I’d expected; we had our first
person drop out within 100 yards of where we started, puking his guts up.”“Rangers are
wussies,” Ryan interjected. He laughed. “I’ve always known that!”Aaron continued as if Ryan
hadn’t spoken. “It was a punishing run, but the way I saw it, I’m the oldest; if they couldn’t keep
up, it was their fault, not mine. In the end, less than half of the company finished the run
—”“Wussies,” Ryan interrupted again.“—although most stayed with it until the end, choosing to
walk across the finish line rather than ride back on the bus I had follow us for any medical
emergencies. I’ve kept my eye on the ones that quit and most of them are no longer with
company. I’ve helped them along to positions where their presence wouldn’t have such a
negative effect on national defense.”Ryan laughed. “Rangers are our ‘National Defense’ now?
Well, if that doesn’t just scare the absolute shit out of me, nothing will. Frankly, now I’m glad I’m
living in the woods. It’ll take the bad guys longer to find me here.”“Yeah, you laugh,” Aaron said,
“but my company is in the business of national defense. At any given time, one of the Ranger
battalions is designated as the Ranger Ready Force, a designation that lasts 13 weeks. During
that time, we are supposed to be capable of deploying within 18 hours to anywhere in the world,
to do any mission the nation requires. When I arrived at the unit, the company could probably
have deployed within a week or so, to do about one third of the missions we’re supposed to be
able to do. Now, after a year of intense training, I think we might be able to deploy within two
days and accomplish about 80% of the missions. Even though we’re headed in the right



direction, we’re still not good enough. Maybe we aren’t ‘national defense’ yet, but at least we
aren’t quite as dangerous to ourselves anymore.”“What was so fucked up?” Ryan asked, taking a
sip of his beer. It was bad form to bring over beer and not stop to have one, after all.“The worst
part was our weapons training,” Aaron answered, looking sheepish.Ryan laughed, explosively
spraying beer all over the room. When he was able to talk again, he said, “Well, at least it wasn’t
anything important!”“No kidding,” his friend replied. “That’s been fixed; I doubt there is currently a
Ranger in the company who can’t completely disassemble and reassemble his weapon with his
eyes shut. More importantly, their marksmanship, which was laughable when I first got to the
unit, is now among the best in the battalion. As I continue to stress to them, marksmanship is
something that will save your life, as well as the life of the Ranger next to you.”“Amen,” Ryan
agreed. “I like to reach out and touch the enemy before I’m in range of their weapons. It’s a lot
more survivable that way.”Aaron nodded. “Amen, my brother! My sniper teams, especially, are
now consistently among the best in the battalion, led by my .50 caliber sniper team. You should
see the shooter on that team,” he said; “he’s so big the .50 caliber rifle looks like a toy in his
hands. He’s pretty much acknowledged to be the battalion’s best sniper. He’s also been pretty
good at teaching the other teams. Although they don’t quite have his touch yet, they’re getting to
be pretty damn good in their own right.”“You know,” Aaron continued, taking a pull from his beer,
“for that matter, the weapons platoon, of which the snipers are a part, is without a doubt the best
platoon in the company. I just got a set of identical twins in the company who operates one of the
Ranger Anti-Tank Weapon Systems. You’d like them; they work hard when they are on duty and
play even harder when they’re not. They’ve also got a casual disrespect for anything that
resembles authority.”“No doubt I’d like them,” Ryan agreed. “Sounds like they’re my kind of
people.”“I was initially worried their off duty antics would impact their work during the day,” Aaron
commented, “but so far those fears haven’t been justified. The twins are always the first ones
there in the morning, the first ones to get to work and the first to lend a hand when needed.” He
shook his head. “If I could only figure out how to tell them apart, I’d be all set…and if I could get
them to lose the surfer accent, too, that would be nice,” he added as an afterthought.“I don’t
know,” Ryan said. “You almost sound like you’re happy you stayed on active duty, after
all...”Terminal 30, Port of Seattle, WAJohn Huang looked around nervously as he walked off the
M.V. Xin Ou Zhou. Realizing he needed to act normally, he stopped glancing around and
focused on his car. “If I can just make it to the car,” he thought, “everything will be all right.” When
he reached his car, he jumped as he heard someone behind him clear his throat.“Any
problems?” the voice asked. He turned to find himself face-to-face with Colonel Zhang
Wei.“Umm…no…no problems, whatsoever, Mr. Zhang,” he replied. “Should you…umm…be
meeting me here?” John had spent years getting into position for this day; he was one of many
people the People’s Republic had pre-staged in a variety of occupations on the off chance they
would one day be needed.Zhang smiled. “Is there something wrong with a shipper asking the
customs agent if there were any problems with his shipment?”John’s face, already pale, went
another couple of shades paler. “Umm, no, I guess not,” he said. John knew who Zhang was



and, truth be told, Zhang scared him. A lot. John had seen many crime dramas and knew the
‘loose ends’ always got eliminated. He was worried that, with his mission completed, he had just
become a loose end. “And, no, there weren’t any problems; all five of the containers I was told to
expect are through customs,” he finished.“That’s good,” Zhang replied in a voice guaranteed to
add one more layer of fear to John’s heart. Zhang understood the need to Americanize his name
to fit in, but never would have done it himself. “I’m so glad our previous efforts paid off.” Zhang
had known about John for many years, although he had only met him recently. Zhang had been
responsible for feeding the customs inspector several tips. Two of these had led to his biggest
busts, a shipment of rhino horns valued at over $59,000 on the Black Market, and a load of 61
children bound for the slave trade. Even though it was because of a tip, John was extremely
proud of the last bust and knowing he had made a difference in the lives of 61 children.“Ye…yes,
sir,” John said. “Everything went exactly as you said it would.”“Of course it did,” Zhang said
leaning close as he spoke. “Did you expect otherwise?”“No, sir, I…umm…thought it would go
exactly as you said it would!” If John had been scared before, the menace in the Colonel’s voice
now had him completely petrified.“Good,” Zhang said, “then stop calling me “sir.” You wouldn’t
want to blow my cover, would you?”“No, s…I mean, no, Mr. Zhang.” John said, shaking.“Good,”
Zhang replied again. “I’m sure I am keeping you from something. Perhaps you should go see to
it?” John, realizing that he had been dismissed, quickly took the opportunity to jump into his car
and leave. Zhang smiled. “Civilians are so much fun to play with,” he thought.Zhang walked over
to his car where Lieutenant Colonel Peng waited in the driver’s seat. As Zhang got in, his
executive officer asked, with perhaps a little too much enthusiasm, “So, is he a loose end
yet?”Zhang paused to consider. For many years, Zhang had helped build John’s reputation as
one of the toughest inspectors at the port, especially for ships coming in from China. The son of
parents who had “narrowly escaped the wrath of the Communist Party” by fleeing to the United
States, he told all his friends that being tough on Chinese vessels was his way of paying the
People’s Republic back for the suffering they caused his parents.“No,” Zhang finally decided.
“We will let him live a little longer so he can inspect the Changsha when it arrives.” He didn’t
need to say that after he had inspected the Changsha, though, John would be a loose end.“It’s a
good thing he was selected to inspect the ship today,” Lieutenant Colonel Peng said. “If anyone
else had looked inside the containers, there would have been a lot of explaining to do.” They
watched as the ship started unloading.“It would have been inconvenient for me to have to
explain why there were containers of uniforms, weapons and ammunition going to the plant,”
Zhang said. “Not impossible, though, just inconvenient…”
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(Thrive Colony Corps Space Adventures Book 1), Minus Epsilon: The Earth Saga I (The Earth



Saga Universe Book 1), The Logan Wise Series - To The Edge and Back: 5 Book Box Set



Jimbo's Awesome SF/F Reviews, “Awesome Spec Fic. You know, it's hard to say this, but I kind
of wish this book hadn't been written by a veteran. Don't get me wrong, Chris Kennedy is a good
author and Red Tide: The Chinese Invasion of Seattle is a damn find book. It's just that when I
read some of what's here (I'll explain in a bit) I'd prefer to believe that the author doesn't have a
clue. I'd really like to think that it can't actually happen. When it's written by someone who has
been there/done that, it's a bit worrisome on a real world level. I mean, when someone points out
holes like this in our national defense I want to be able to reject what they're saying. I can't really
do that when they're in a position to know what they're talking about.Having said that, I really did
enjoy this story. It's action packed and has believable characters behaving in a believable
manner. I don't remember who it was, but someone posted a question on Facebook the other
day inquiring as to whether or not you have to like the characters in a book to make it
entertaining. My response was that a character doesn't have to be _likeable_ to be entertaining
but I do have to have a rooting interest in the book. Red Tide delivers precisely that. A lot of what
happens in the book comes down to people not doing their jobs right. I don't like people who
don't do their jobs right. Granted, they don't really have advanced notice that they're not doing
their jobs right, but when you're dealing with the national defense not knowing is no excuse.
Then again, I do have a rooting interest. I'm an American. I root for the home team.This is the
first book in (I believe) a duology and I've already bought the second one. It's that good. I had to.
I couldn't stop myself. Honestly, I should've waited a week because I had just spent a bunch of
loot on my munchkins but it wasn't going to happen. *SIGH* I wish I could say it was the first time
I spent money on a book that I shouldn't have. I love it.Red Tide is, as advertised, about a
Chinese invasion of Seattle as a distraction for their main thrust into Taiwan. I don't think it's too
much of a spoiler to say that the US starts this fight off in a bad way. I don't want to give up too
much, but yeah, things don't look good for my boys. That's putting it mildly.The villains in Red
Tide are actually pretty villainous while not being the type that cause unbridled hatred. They're
Chinese diplomats and soldiers simply doing their jobs. Seriously. They're not the people making
the decisions. They're the people following the orders. And follow the orders they do. If they
might use a wee bit of subterfuge, well it is a war. That's how things go. If Sun Tzu recommended
it, it probably makes sense to use it. I mean, not only is he still studied by every military on the
planet, but he was actually Chinese. I get why they do what they do. I'd do the same thing in their
situation.I really like that fact. Kennedy's villains are not just cardboard cut-outs. I mean, I loved
Battle: Los Angeles but the people who complained that we didn't know a lot about the aliens
weren't wrong. Kennedy gets something I think a lot of authors miss: Everyone is the hero of their
own story. The Chinese people in Red Tide aren't dastardly villains cackling in their lairs like
Cobra Commander in a bad episode of GI Joe. They have planned well. They follow the plan
well. They don't see themselves as bad people. They believe they're doing the right thing. The
Americans may disagree, but the Chinese are not interested in the opinions of the Americans.It's



worth mentioning that the Chinese are as humane as they can be. I mean, it's war and people
die. The fact remains that they only kill when they have to and several of the steps they take are
clearly meant to avoid kill people unnecessarily. These are reasoning human beings who do
what they need to do but don't do more than that. I've never met Kennedy personally but he
seems to be a warrior with a respect for other warriors. I like that.My one bitch about Red Tide is
that sometimes I felt a bit like I was being talked down to. Kennedy was obviously aware of the
fact that he is a Naval Aviator writing for a primarily civilian audience. Sometimes he gives a bit
more of an explanation of various terms than I really feel is necessary. Maybe I'm not the best
judge of this, I've read military fiction of one type or another for a few decades now and I've
studied military history. Someone was actually goofy enough to give me a history degree after I
wrote long papers about the security of the Manhattan Project and the involvement of the Heer
(the German Army) in the Holocaust so I probably have a better understanding than most. The
fact remains that there were times when I felt like I was being talked down to. If I had more time
I'd try to find someone who hadn't done all the reading I have and see if they felt the same
way.Other than that though, this is a really strong story. Kennedy's military experience really
shines through. There are a couple of aerial combat sequences that just work, and I can easily
see why. Kennedy also seems to have a solid grasp of planning and executing an operation from
an officer's point of view. It sometimes irks me that the officer is almost always the star of the
story, but this time it makes sense. Kennedy himself is an officer so of course that's how he's
going to write his books.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Entirely plausible!. Chris Kennedy's two books on the invasion and
occupation of Seattle by China are not only plausible but the notion of invading and occupying
American and Canadian cities along the Pacific Coast has long been a topic of discussion at the
Academy of Military Science for the People's Republic of China. Kennedy's story concept has
also been validated by recent news items such as this one:[...]That said, China is absolutely,
admittedly, and undeniably preparing for war against the United States and Kennedy's books
should serve as a warning much the same as General Billy Mitchell once warned of an aerial
attack on Pearl Harbor by the forces of Japan. Only a fool would dismiss Kennedy's story as
fanciful speculation.The plots and subplots are well researched and well written and it's clear
that Kennedy has either done detailed homework or he's visited the places in the two stories in
the Occupied Seattle series.One more thing: The vast majority of the books I buy get donated to
charity or given away after I finish them. Kennedy's books will join my Tom Clancy collection as
books I will read and read again.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Kennedy always delivers a well written high stakes thriller. This first book
lays the groundwork for what I expect to be another of Kennedy's take no prisoners style. Not as
fast paced as his mother's the book gives readers and look at the massive material and
manpower required to occupy a major city and to capture a.large military base(s) with minimal



bloodahed. So realistic it makes me nervous.”

JD (Baen Fan), “This really COULD happen!. A scary tale of how the Chinese (who play the long
game so damn well) could possibly set up an invasion of the US to "allow" the re-unification of
Taiwan without interference.Using subterfuge so well, the Chinese acquire land to build cars in
Seattle. They then organise a naval visit, and use disguised cargo ships to bring in heavy armour
and anti-air. meanwhile, a passenger cruise is actually simply a troopship, as are several air
flights.They manage to seize most of Seattle and the surrounding area, with very few casualties,
simply because no one expects them to do so, and so security is extremely lax. The area
becomes a hostage to force the US to not do anything.But there's a final twist that no-one except
the Chinese Premier himself knows about. A Nuke is armed and in the area, presumably to kill
everyone, including all the Chinese armed forces, and blame it on the US.I look forward to
reading of the fight back, in the second book in the series, "Occupied Seattle"”

The book by Chris Kennedy has a rating of  5 out of 4.1. 89 people have provided feedback.
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